Hand Motion Based Crane Control Using Wireless Communication
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Abstract: The proposed method designs a wireless MEMS by using ZIGBEE technology which controls the crane with hand gestures (movements of hand). In the existing method the Cranes are controlled by either wired levers or joysticks for selecting or controlling the Crane tasks by holding the joysticks and levers in hands. It is very difficult to handle heavy loads using these methods. This is a low cost wireless technology which is very easy to operate or control the Cranes. The controller used at the hand ARM7 is used and controller connected to Crane is 8051. The system uses a compact circuitry built around LPC2148 (ARM7) microcontroller. Programs are developed in Embedded C. Flash magic is used for loading programs into Microcontroller.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Gesture recognition has been a research area which received much attention from many research communities such as human computer interaction and image processing. The increase in human-machine interactions in our daily lives has made user interface technology progressively more important. Physical gestures as intuitive expressions will greatly ease the interaction process and enable humans to more naturally command computers or machines. For example, in tele-robotics, slave robots have been demonstrated to follow the master’s hand motions remotely [1]. Other proposed applications of recognizing hand gestures include character-recognition in 3-D space using inertial sensors [2], [3], gesture recognition to control a television set remotely [4], enabling a hand as a 3-D mouse [5], and using hand gestures as a control mechanism in virtual reality [6]. It can also be used for the improvement of interaction between two humans. In our work, a miniature MEMS accelerometer based recognition system which can recognize eight hand gestures in 3-D space is built. The system has potential uses such as a vocal tract for speech impaired people.

Most of existing systems in the gesture recognition follows image-based approaches. It requires sophisticated image processing platforms. Mostly cameras were used as input devices. Object needs to be present in front of the cameras for capturing gestures, which limits the mobility. Power consumption is a challenging one. Several other existing devices can capture gestures, such as a “Wiimote,” joystick, trackball and touch tablet. Some of them can also be employed to provide input to a gesture recognizer. But sometimes, the technology employed for capturing gestures can be relatively expensive, such as a vision system or a data glove [8]. There are mainly two existing types of gesture recognition methods, i.e., vision-based and accelerometer and/or gyroscope based. Existing gesture recognition approaches include template-matching [11], dictionary lookup [12], statistical matching [13], linguistic matching [14], and neural network [15]. Three different gesture recognition models, 1) sign sequence and Hopfield based gesture recognition model; 2) velocity increment based gesture recognition model; and 3) sign sequence and template matching based gesture recognition model are also available.

To overcome the limitations such as unexpected ambient optical noise, slower dynamic response, and relatively large data collections/processing of vision-based method [9], and to strike a balance between accuracy of collected data and cost of devices, a Micro Inertial Measurement Unit is utilized in this project to detect the accelerations of hand motions in three dimensions. The proposed recognition system is implemented based on MEMS acceleration sensors. Since heavy computation burden will be brought if gyroscopes are used for inertial measurement [10], our current system is based on MEMS accelerometers only and gyroscopes are not implemented for motion sensing. Fig.1 shows the system architecture of the proposed gesture recognition system based on MEMS accelerometer. The details of the individual steps are described below.

The sensing device senses acceleration in three axes. Those sensed signals are conditioned and given to the controller circuit. The controller compares the incoming signal values with the pre-stored values. Commands for each gesture were separately allotted to each channel in the voice chip. When the incoming acceleration value matches with pre-stored one corresponding channels
will be enabled and the command be displayed. The same be played through the speaker after amplification since the signal from voice chip is very low.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN MODEL

A. Software design module

It is possible to create the source files in a text editor such as Notepad, run the Compiler on each C source file, specifying a list of controls, run the Assembler on each Assembler source file, specifying another list of controls, run either the Library Manager or Linker (again specifying a list of controls) and finally running the Object-HEX Converter to convert the Linker output file to an Intel Hex File. Once that has been completed the Hex File can be downloaded to the target hardware and debugged. Alternatively KEIL can be used to create source files; automatically compile, link and covert using options set with an easy to use user interface and finally simulate or perform debugging on the hardware with access to C variables and memory. Unless you have to use the tolls on the command line, the choice is clear. KEIL Greatly simplifies the process of creating and testing an embedded application.

The user of KEIL centers on “projects”. A project is a list of all the source files required to build a single application, all the tool options which specify exactly how to build the application, and – if required – how the application should be simulated. A project contains enough information to take a set of source files and generate exactly the binary code required for the application. Because of the high degree of flexibility required from the tools, there are many options that can be set to configure the tools to operate in a specific manner. It would be tedious to have to set these options up every time the application is being built; therefore they are stored in a project file. Loading the project file into KEIL informs KEIL which source files are required, where they are, and how to configure the tools in the correct way. KEIL can then execute each tool with the correct options. It is also possible to create new projects in KEIL. Source files are added to the project and the tool options are set as required. The project can then be saved to preserve the settings. The project is reloaded and the simulator or debugger started, all the desired windows are opened. KEIL project files have the extension.

B. Hardware design module

Crane controlled by hand gestures is a system which controls the Crane instead of joystick or leaver. Generally the wireless mouse is IR control one so the distance for controlling CRANE is should in line of sight only so in order to overcome this problem this is designed with RF control system and no need to hold this mouse with so this mouse is attached to hand and based on hand movement the courser on screen changes and selection of particular one is done by clicking the limit switches connected to it.

Figure: Transmitter section block of experimental set-up.

This method consists of two system one system is designed with ARM7 controller and other designed with AT89S52 controller.

The AT89S52 controller system is placed at hand which is interfaced with hand movement recognition sensor, zigbee to controller. Hand movement recognition sensor is interfaced to controller through comparator. This sensor can recognizes hand movement in X and Y directions. This sensor contains four pins one pin is Vcc and other is ground and remaining pins are X and Y given to comparator. Comparator compares with predefined values with the values given from sensor movement and generates required output. When we change hand position its position is recognized by the hand movement sensor and sends it to controller comparator and this compares with predefined values and sends to controller. Then controller changes the direction of cursor movement at CRANE. In the same way to select or to give right click limit switch connected to controller is pressed and that pressed limit switch data is send to zigbee from there data is zigbee present at CRANE to micro controller then to CRANE through RS-232 cable and MAX-232 IC.
The ARM7 system is interfaced to zigbee and CRANE. The sent data by the zigbee at hand is received by the zigbee connected to ARM7 through antenna of zigbee and send it to micro controller through TXD of zigbee to RXD pin of micro controller. The signal is received by RXD pin of micro controller sends data to CRANE through MAX-232 IC and RS-232 cable, since RS-232 cable does not support logic states.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The controller programming was implemented using Embedded C. The software used in this project for simulation is Proteus-Lab center Electronics. The simulated result for this work and prototype model for the proposed system is shown below (Figures). Advantage of this approach is the potential of mobility. The accelerometer can be used independently with an embedded processor or by connecting wirelessly with mobile devices such as mobile phones or PDAs. For simulated model, input device is the potential divider (crimp port) instead of MEMS accelerometer, as the accelerometer is not available in this software library. Using this crimp port we can change the acceleration value.

Figure: experimental set-up implementation.
4. CONCLUSION

The project “HAND MOTION BASED CRANE CONTROL USING WIRELESS COMMUNICATION” has been successfully designed and tested. It has been developed by integrating features of all the hardware components used. Presence of every module has been reasoned out and placed carefully thus contributing to the best working of the unit. Secondly, using highly advanced IC’s and with the help of growing technology the project has been successfully implemented.
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